Fashion of tomorrow reinvented today
How newcomers use Berlin-based tools to develop the fashion of
tomorrow. Can this change the fashion industry forever?
During the global pandemic crisis, many people reconsidered the concept, whether
they need as much clothing as they already have. A Washington University's study
even showed that the new generation, called Gen-Z, is willing to rent out their
clothes so as not to throw away as much as they do now. But the question is: why is
everything smart now, except for clothing? Why are we going back without bringing
technologies to our casual wardrobe?

When we think about what to expect tomorrow, we imagine a lot of technology-based
items: Smart Homes, Smart Watches, Smarts Cars, which are already a part of our
life. Technologies are implemented in the normal flow and now it is time to add them
into the clothing, make them individualized and help in our everyday life.
Artists and researchers from the MYOW project also think so: the future of wearables
lies in technology. Project creates a sustainable approach to clothing through
individual production.
“It is not only about Technology, nore is it just about good Design - It is about how the
two can be combined in order to create a functional Wearable Product, that people
will actually enjoy wearing in their everyday life!” - Rolf Fricke, Consortium Leader,
Condat AG
Every time one wants to combine
both
sides:
cutting-edge
technologies with fashion design,
something will go wrong. That is
why the MYOW Partners made
the decision to develop a portal
where the whole team can work
together. There is space for
everyone: designers, software
and
hardware
developers,
sewers, etc.

“The MYOW project is based on a web application - the MYOW platform. The special
thing about it is that the online platform is also geared towards users with little or no
knowledge and experience in the field of smart textiles and wearables. Users can
design their own wearable products and equip them with technical elements such as
sensors and actuators”, - mentions Hristina Asenova, DFKI employee.
The production of the wearables is approached holistically, in that all development
steps are intertwined. The MYOW platform also includes a matchmaking tool, which
enables users to network with one another and work together on projects, as well as
a programming environment and a DIY toolkit. The kit contains all the electronic
parts and a manual that users and their teams need to create the wearables.
MYOW supports the formation of new teams, offering stakeholders the opportunity to
join a project or even collaborate on new ideas. For example, a textile designer could
support a team by creating the design of the smart garment, a tailor could download
the unisex patterns from the website and create garments using them. Finally, a

programmer would create the code using the visual programming interface and bring
the project to life.
To test this concept, MYOW held a workshop where many different people from all
areas met to develop the future of clothing. The formation of the teams was quite
successful and after 2 weeks 7 different wearable ideas were presented to the
MYOW partners.

The first Operator Jacket Prototype

The best idea that is both fashionable and practical was the Operator Jacket. The
project represents what MYOW's ideas about the future of clothing are. The jacket is
stylish. It was made from the innovative Bubble fabric. But the most important part is
technology. With this jacket, you can coordinate large numbers of people. It is
developed according to the 3-color traffic light system, which makes the project
understandable at first glance, but also practical and trendy.

“The Operator Jacket impresses
with its unique design and the
combination and functionality of the
various inputs and outputs that are
integrated into the jacket. The aim of
the operator jacket is to support
security personnel at major events
such as festivals. For example, the
attention of large crowds is aroused
faster with the help of LEDs and a
sound output actuator - a piezo
buzzer. The lights are in the colors
red, yellow, green and a UV LED.
The colors red and yellow act as
signal lights and can be controlled
using a textile touch sensor. While
red has to attract attention in the
event of an emergency together with
an audible signal tone, the green
LEDs light up when darkness is
detected using a light sensor.
Another light module is located on the sleeve of the operator jacket and serves as a
flashlight”, - summarizes Friederike Fröbel from DFKI InTex.
With the help of the MYOW system, clothing can be rethought. For textile and
clothing experts, new possibilities open up with regard to the function and
appearance of clothing. The cuts available in the MYOW portal serve as an aid and
can be modified or completely replaced by your own unusual designs. Makers from
the field of electrical engineering and software development offer them an
introduction to the development and manufacture of clothing, also thanks to detailed
instructions. With the help of the MYOW system, the gap between the areas of
clothing and textiles and the area of electronics is bridged.
If the future of clothing lies in technologies then we definitely need the MYOW Tool to
be implemented in the collaborations of the designers and programmers. Can you
think of all these opportunities we might have wearing cutting-edge technologies in
the wearables? Impressive!
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